SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
LOCATION OF CONTROLS
1. Up ▲
2. Mode
3. Down ▼
4. Set
5. Clock Bottom
6. Reset
7. Battery Compartment Cover
8. Mode Lock On/Off

CLOCK OPERATION
INSERTING THE BATTERIES
1. Turn the CLOCK BOTTOM counterclockwise and remove.
2. Remove the BATTERY COMPARTMENT COVER.
3. Insert three AAA batteries (not included) according to polarity indicators inside the compartment.
4. Replace the BATTERY COMPARTMENT COVER.
5. Replace the CLOCK BOTTOM and turn it clockwise to tighten.

SETTING THE TIME
1. Remove the CLOCK BOTTOM and slide MODE LOCK ON/OFF to the "On" position.
2. Press MODE until the Time screen displays. The blue LED backlight illuminates for approximately four seconds.
3. Press and hold SET. The hour blinks on the display.
4. Press ▲ or ▼ incrementally until the correct hour displays. Or press and hold ▲ or ▼ to move at a faster rate.
5. Press SET again. The minutes blink on the display.
6. Press ▲ or ▼ incrementally until the correct minutes display. Or press and hold ▲ or ▼ to move at a faster rate.
7. Press SET again to save your time selection.

SELECTING 12- OR 24-HOUR MODE
While in the Time screen, press ▲ or ▼ to select either 12- or 24-hour mode. If 12-hour mode is selected, PM displays for the afternoon/evening hours. AM does not display for the morning hours.

SETTING THE DATE
1. Remove the CLOCK BOTTOM and slide MODE LOCK ON/OFF to the "On" position.
2. Press MODE until the Date screen displays. The orange LED backlight illuminates for approximately four seconds.
3. Press and hold SET until the year starts blinking on the display.
4. Press ▲ or ▼ incrementally until the correct year displays. Or press and hold ▲ or ▼ to move at a faster rate.
5. Press SET again. The month blinks on the display.
6. Press ▲ or ▼ incrementally until the correct month displays. Or press and hold ▲ or ▼ to move at a faster rate.
7. Press SET again. The day blinks on the display.
8. Press ▲ or ▼ incrementally until the correct day displays. Or press and hold ▲ or ▼ to move at a faster rate.
9. Press SET again to save your date selection. The arrow at the bottom of the display points to the corresponding day of the week.

SETTING THE ALARM TIME
1. Remove the CLOCK BOTTOM and slide MODE LOCK ON/OFF to the "On" position.
2. Press MODE until the Alarm screen displays. The purple LED backlight illuminates for approximately four seconds.
3. Press and hold SET. The hour blinks on the display. "▲" appears indicating the alarm function is on.
4. Press ▲ or ▼ incrementally until the correct hour displays. Or press and hold ▲ or ▼ to move at a faster rate.
5. Press SET again. The minutes blink on the display.
6. Press ▲ or ▼ incrementally until the correct minutes display. Or press and hold ▲ or ▼ to move at a faster rate.
7. Press SET again to save your wake time.
6. Press or \( V \) incrementally until the correct seconds display (0-59). Do not hold or press \( V \) for more than one second.  
7. Press SET again to save your timer selection.

When the timer alarm sounds, press any button to shut the alarm off so it no longer sounds.  

USING THE TIMER  
1. Remove the CLOCK BOTTOM and Slide MODE LOCK ON/OFF to “OFF” position, before using your timer.  
2. Press MODE until the Timer screen displays. The green LED backlight illuminates for approximately four seconds. 
3. Press SET. The minutes blink on the display.  
4. Press or \( V \) incrementally until the desired minutes display (0-180). Do not hold or press \( V \) for more than one second.  
5. Press or \( V \) to toggle between “C” and “F” while in the time display. 

USING THE SNOOZE ALARM  
When the alarm sounds, touch the top of the unit to shut it off. \( Z \) appears. Press any button to shut the alarm off so it no longer sounds. 

SLIDE MODE LOCK ON/OFF  
Slide MODE LOCK ON/OFF to deactivate the alarm, from the display. press and hold \( V \) for two seconds. \( Z \) disappears from the display. Press and hold \( V \) for two seconds to reactivate the alarm. \( Z \) reappears on the display.

SLIDE MODE LOCK ON/OFF TO THE “OFF” position and press MODE until the desired modes display. 

LOCKING THE MODES  
To lock the modes cannot be accidentally changed if the clock is moved, slide MODE LOCK ON/OFF to the “OFF” position. 

RESETING THE CLOCK  
1. Set the clock to your time when the backlight illuminates. Press any button to shut the clock off.  
2. Reset the clock, insert a thin pointed object into RESET. 
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